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Opinion: Northern Ireland abortion conviction
due to draconian, archaic law
By Sally Sheldon
 Updated 1454 GMT (2154 HKT) April 6, 2016


Donald Trump reverses stand on abortion 00:55

Story highlights
In Northern Ireland a woman has become the
ﬁrst person to be convicted for illegal abortion
in at least a decade.
Abortion is subject to heated debate in N.
Ireland: pregnant women sometimes travel to
England for a termination
, says expert

Editor's Note: Sally Sheldon has recently
completed a study of the implications of medical
abortion (abortions provoked using pills), which
was funded by the Arts and Humanities Research
Council; she is an unpaid trustee of the charitable
provider of abortion services, BPAS. The views
expressed are solely those of the writer. CNN is
showcasing the work of The Conversation, a
collaboration between journalists and academics
to provide news analysis and commentary. The
content is produced solely by The Conversation.

(CNN) — A 21-year-old woman has been convicted
in Northern Ireland for using abortion pills to
terminate a pregnancy. She is the ﬁrst person to be convicted for illegal abortion in Northern Ireland in at
least a decade.
The woman, who was 19 at the time of her arrest, is reported to have pleaded guilty to the o ence of
"unlawful procurement of miscarriage" under the O ences Against the Person Act of 1861. This archaic
law threatens women who procure even very early abortions with a potential sentence of life
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/04/06/opinions/northern-ireland-abortion/
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law threatens women who procure even very early abortions with a potential sentence of life
imprisonment.



Related Video: Donald Trump discusses
abortion 01:32

In this case, the woman was sentenced to a threemonth jail term, suspended for two years. She had
obtained the pills online, having been unable to
a ord to travel to England to have a legal abortion.
Her housemates reportedly informed the police of
what she had done.
READ: Opinion: The dangers of Utah's abortion law
The relative leniency of the sentence injects a
welcome note of compassion but this is
nonetheless a case of a young woman who had
exercised her reproductive rights being punished
under draconian law.

The 1861 act also applies in England and Wales
but its harshest rules are mitigated by the later
1967 Abortion Act, which states that no o ence is
committed if abortions are carried out under
conditions of strict medical control. But this act does not apply in Northern Ireland.

Not much of a choice
In Northern Ireland, women with unwanted pregnancies face a desperate dilemma. Some will manage
to raise the £400 to £2,000 [$560 to $2,800] necessary for travel and the cost of an abortion
elsewhere. They may seek money from loan sharks and the time needed to make these arrangements
means that their abortions take place later in pregnancy than is the case for their sisters elsewhere in
the UK. This creates a vicious circle. They may need to raise the additional funds necessary for a later,
more expensive procedure.
Other women may drink bleach or deliberately throw themselves down stairs in an attempt to provoke a
miscarriage.
A third group of women pursue the option of sourcing abortion pills online -- which is what has
happened in this case.
READ: Why Trump's abortion comments scare Republicans



Related Video: The most important
abortion case in decades 01:45
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/04/06/opinions/northern-ireland-abortion/

Among the many websites that supply the pills, two
not-for-proﬁt groups have become trusted
suppliers to women in Northern Ireland: Women on
Web and Women Help Women . Each o ers
abortion pills, on prescription, for use in the ﬁrst
nine weeks of pregnancy, for a donation of around
£50 (which will be waived in conditions of ﬁnancial
hardship).
Women then take the pills according to the same
straightforward, highly e ective treatment protocol
that might be used in an English clinic. It's
extremely safe, provided that they have access to
necessary and appropriate aftercare in the small
number of cases where it is required. Yet these
women risk prosecution.
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A dated law in changing times
While abortion remains an issue of heated debate in Northern Ireland, the law that makes abortion pills
illegal is the product of another time. It is characterised by mid-Victorian moral norms and medical
realities. It was intended to punish sexual immorality, as well as the intentional killing of a foetus.
The law also aimed to protect women's health. At the time it was passed, there were no known
methods to end a pregnancy without the woman also harming herself. This is reﬂected in the language
of the statute, which prohibits the use of "poisonous or noxious substances".
Yet the abortion pills that women access online are far from poisons: they are recognised by the World
Health Organisation as essential medicines. In a similar case in Australia, a jury refused to accept that
abortion pills were "noxious substances". Having heard expert evidence on that issue, it acquitted the
woman who had used them.
That prosecutions for illegal abortion have been so rare in Northern Ireland reﬂects the di culty of
enforcing existing law in anything other than a highly selective way. Attempting to prevent the delivery of
abortion pills, for example, would involve searching for needles in haystacks. It also suggests a
widespread reluctance to report, investigate or charge women for illegal abortions.
It is also worth remembering the near universal
condemnation of Donald Trump's ill-judged
comment that women who have illegal abortions
should be punished. Even those who are strongly
opposed to abortion on moral or religious grounds
very frequently agree that threatening women with
prison should be no part of a civilised society's
response to unwanted pregnancy.



READ: Liberal Supreme Court justices criticizes
Texas abortion law

Those who are sincere in the desire to reduce the
numbers of abortions should recognise that
restrictive abortion laws do not result in fewer
abortions. Their highly discriminatory impact is
rather to force wealthier women to travel and poorer women to access illegal services. Abortions are
pushed underground, making them less safe and harming -- indeed, in some instances, killing -women. Reducing
Home the number of abortions can only be achieved by preventing unwanted pregnancies
and this requires focusing on sex education and access to contraception rather than threatening prison.

27 photos: History of Texas' abortion ﬁght

The arrest and subsequent prosecution of a desperate teenager should provide a clarion call for
Stormont, the Northern Irish legislature, to face up to these facts.
Sally Sheldon has recently completed a study of the implications of medical abortion (abortions
provoked using pills), which was funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council; she is an
unpaid trustee of the charitable provider of abortion services, BPAS. The views expressed are solely
those of the writer. CNN is showcasing the work of The Conversation, a collaboration between
journalists and academics to provide news analysis and commentary. The content is produced solely
by The Conversation.
Copyright 2016 The Conversation. Some rights reserved.
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Mother of Iman, David Bowie's widow, dies
S. Korea: North may have nuclear capability

Kesha: I was o ered 'freedom' to recant

Wambach's arrest for a crime that makes no sense
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